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Happy Fibonacci Day!



























Breadth Stats Improving Slightly Since Summer *need more improvements
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*Largest Components of XLF
- Almost 13%





*All-time Monthly Closing Highs For   
  Broker Dealers & Exchanges













*Largest Components of XLK
- Almost 20%



*2nd Largest Components of XLK
- Almost 19%
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From Sean Mclaughlin - Chief Options Strategist 
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*Largest Components of XLC
- Almost 23%



*2nd Largest Components of XLC
- Almost 19%



From Sean Mclaughlin - Chief Options Strategist 
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2nd Largest Component 
in the DJIA



2nd Largest Component 
in the DJIA











































































Correlation Over???





NEW LOWS!











































































Hedgers Indirectly Betting Against Bonds?









Questions?
info@allstarcharts.com



Bonus Charts!
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